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Background 
Rook turns distributed storage systems into self-managing, self-scaling, self-healing storage 
services. It automates the tasks of a storage administrator: deployment, bootstrapping, 
configuration, provisioning, scaling, upgrading, migration, disaster recovery, monitoring, and 
resource management. 
 
Rook uses the power of the Kubernetes platform to deliver its services via a Kubernetes 
Operator for each storage provider.  
 
Rook was accepted as a CNCF member project at the Inception/Sandbox level in January 
2018, and as an incubating project in September 2018. Since joining CNCF, user adoptions, 
the community ecosystem, and project maturity have been steadily improving. 

Development Timeline 
● Current release: v1.3 
● Versions since incubation: v0.9, v1.0, v1.1, v1.2, v1.3 
● September 25, 2019, Rook voted to be a CNCF incubating project 
● January 29, 2018, Rook entered CNCF Inception/Sandbox 
● Versions before acceptance: v0.3, v0.4, v0.5, v0.6, v0.7, v0.8 
● Date open-sourced: November 2016 

 

Alignment with Cloud Native 
<Provide detail around how Rook enhances the ecosystem> 
 (See more in Adoption) 
 
Rook provides a Storage platform for workloads in Kubernetes, optimized for Kubernetes 
with Operators. 
 
Rook is built on these cloud-native technologies and concepts: 

1. Operators manage the lifecycle of the storage providers, managing desired state via 
CRDs. 

2. All daemons run in pods and depend purely on Kubernetes resources.  
3. All components are Kubernetes resources with the exception of the storage 

hardware. 
4. All components are run with minimal privileges as defined by RBAC settings. 
5. Kubernetes is the only dependency of the storage management layer. 
6. Rook runs anywhere Kubernetes runs.  



 

Alternatives and Related Work 

<Describe alternatives to Rook and/or different approaches to solve the same outcome> 
 
In this section, we will compare the design and implementation of Rook compared to related 
projects within the cloud native storage landscape.  In general, the biggest difference 
between Rook and other projects is that it strongly decouples the “control plane” from the 
“data plane” and provides multiple options for both, instead of being focused on a single 
storage solution. 
 

● Control plane: Rook is comprised of a set of storage orchestrators that natively 
integrate with the Kubernetes control plane to automate the operational tasks of 
bootstrapping, deploying, configuring, managing, etc. the underlying storage system 
itself, i.e. the data plane.  Rook also contains a common framework that each storage 
orchestrator builds on with the necessary specific knowledge in order to effectively 
manage their specific storage system. 

● Data plane: Each storage provider that is managed by a Rook orchestrator (built on 
the common framework) is its own independent data plane.  These software systems 
are responsible for the storage and retrieval of bits for applications and end users. 
They have been independently developed and matured and can run in some (e.g. 
more traditional) environments without Rook.  To run these data planes within 
Kubernetes though, the orchestrators of the Rook project perform the necessary 
operations to deploy and manage them there. 

 
Other storage projects within the landscape will also often have a separation between the 
control plane and the data plane, but Rook supports several different data planes.  Each 
data plane (Ceph, EdgeFS, Cassandra, YugabyteDB, NFS, CockroachDB) is deployed and 
managed by a Rook storage orchestrator that is built on Rook’s storage operator framework. 
When we examine some alternative projects below, we consistently see that those projects 
are focused mostly on the single storage system and architecture they are providing, as 
opposed to orchestration for many storage providers. 
 
Because Rook supports multiple data planes (storage providers), there is a lot of variety in 
the storage “presentation” and formats that are available through Rook’s providers as shown 
below in the Key Features section. 
 
Another important distinction to make between Rook and related projects within the 
landscape is that Rook can often be thought of as orchestration features and services to 
help distributed storage systems transition to Kubernetes environments, for which they were 
not originally designed. For example, the Ceph storage provider was designed and matured 
in more traditional environments before Kubernetes and cloud native became widely 
available. Therefore, the feature set and capabilities of Rook are somewhat rooted in 
providing the orchestration logic to provide a “bridge” for the components of distributed 
storage systems to cross into environments managed by Kubernetes. 



 

Alternative cloud native storage projects 
 

● OpenEBS 
○ OpenEBS follows a container attached storage (CAS) model.  Every volume 

that is surfaced to an application is backed by a dedicated controller pod and 
a set of replica pods. 

○ OpenEBS also has a distinction between control plane and data plane and 
there are 2 separate engines available for the data plane: Jiva and cStor. 

● Longhorn 
○ Longhorn also follows the CAS model, where it creates a dedicated storage 

controller for each block device volume, as well as controllers to replicate data 
to. 

○ The Longhorn manager is responsible for creating and managing volumes 
within the cluster.  To create a volume, the manager creates a controller 
container on the host the volume is attached to as well as the hosts where the 
replicas will be placed. 

○ Longhorn is block storage based and has just one storage engine. 
● ChubaoFS 

○ ChubaoFS offers a distributed file system with POSIX compliant semantics, 
suited for shared access to the data.  It also offers a S3 interface for object 
storage usage. 

○ ChubaoFS employs a separate metadata subsystem to scale and consume 
resources independently from the data storage subsystem, and to separate 
the storage of file metadata and contents. 

○ ChubaoFS is backed by a single general purpose storage engine 

Key Features 

Feature Description 

Ceph 
Operator 

Rook provides the management plane for Ceph, which is a 
highly scalable distributed storage solution for block storage, 
object storage, and shared filesystems with years of production 
deployments. The CRDs are declared stable. 

EdgeFS 
Operator 

Rook provides the management for EdgeFS, which is a 
high-performance and fault-tolerant decentralized data fabric 
with virtualized access to S3 object, NFS/SMB file, NoSQL and 
iSCSI block. The CRDs are declared stable. 

https://openebs.io/
https://longhorn.io/
https://github.com/chubaofs/chubaofs


 

Cassandra 
Operator 

Rook provides the management of Cassandra, which is a highly 
available, fault tolerant, peer-to-peer NoSQL database 
featuring lightning fast performance and tunable consistency. It 
provides massive scalability with no single point of failure. The 
CRDs are declared alpha. 

NFS Operator Rook manages NFS to allow remote hosts to mount filesystems 
over a network and interact with those filesystems as though 
they are mounted locally. This enables system administrators 
to consolidate resources onto centralized servers on the 
network. The CRDs are declared alpha. 

YugabyteDB 
Operator 

Rook provides an operator that can create and manage 
YugabyteDB clusters, which is a high-performance distributed 
SQL database. The CRDs are declared alpha. 

CockroachDB 
Operator 

Rook provides an operator to deploy and manage 
CockroachDB clusters, which is a cloud-native SQL database 
for building global, scalable cloud services that survive 
disasters. The CRDs are declared alpha. 

Storage 
Operator 
Framework 

Rook provides the framework and support for a diverse set of 
storage solutions to natively integrate with cloud-native 
environments. The framework is a library consumed by storage 
operators. 

  

  

 

Graduation State Requirements 

Quality 

The project is well structured and maintainable, and follows good design patterns. It has a 
clean and modular design, and is based on well established techniques, such as Raft and 
Percolator. The code quality is good with a test coverage around 85%. Every PR goes 



 

through a careful review and CI system. The documentation is reasonable 
with both design principles and operational guide and recommendations. 

The main project repository has achieved passing level criteria for CII Best Practices. 

A security audit was performed by the CNCF Security SIG in December 2019. The full report 
has been published on the Rook website. To quote the conclusion: 

From December 2 through December 19, 2019, Rook engaged with Trail of Bits to review 
the security of the storage orchestration system for Kubernetes, also named Rook. Trail of 
Bits conducted this assessment over the course of two person-weeks with two engineers 
working from the release-1.1 branch of the rook/rook repository. 

The week-long assessment consisted of manual review, static analysis, and operational 
analysis with a focus on common Go mistakes, security-critical configuration, and protocol 
use. This resulted in 13 findings ranging from High to Low in severity. Of these issues: 

● 1 High severity issue, which has been fixed 
● 7 Medium severity issues, of which 5 have been fixed 

○ The remaining 2 issues have been fixed in most instances of the code, with 
the remaining instances still in progress. 

● 5 Low severity issues, 4 of which have been fixed  

... 

Ultimately, Rook should focus on remediating the common problems detected by available 
open-source static analysis tools. These tools should be integrated into the project’s CI/CD 
environment to help mitigate introduction of these problems into the codebase. Appendix C: 
Static Analysis Recommendations details the recommended approach for this integration. 
Beyond static analysis, Rook should review the default logging and permissions applied by 
each component of the project, including the orchestrated subsystems. Lastly, Rook should 
also review all “edges” of the system by which user input may traverse the system, including 
command line arguments, configuration files, and environment variables. Dynamic analysis 
should also be considered for applicable components. Several options have been detailed in 
Appendix D: Golang fuzzing and property testing best practices. Once completed, 
subsequent assessments should be performed to ensure appropriate 

 

Tests 

The project has an extensive suite of tests between releases, specifically covering: 

● Each storage operator has a suite of tests that execute with each CI run 
● The CI runs with Jenkins in AWS and GCE 
● Unit tests are required for every component and are expected with each PR 

○ Unit tests expected before PRs are merged 
● Integration tests are required for every major feature area 

https://bestpractices.coreinfrastructure.org/en/projects/1724
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rOwrwYmBUpLUm6W5J5rhXvdVit818hWJ/view?usp=sharing


 

○ New features are generally expected to include integration 
tests before merge 

● CI: All the unit and integration tests are run with every build including: 
○ PR 
○ Master 
○ Releases 

● Compatibility testing: The tests are executed with every CI run on the supported set 
of Kubernetes versions.  

○ Release builds: K8s 1.11 and newer  
○ Master builds: K8s 1.14 and newer 

<add stated process for reviewers in terms of testing and quality>  

As stated in the Development Guide: 

All pull requests must pass the unit and integration tests before they can be merged. These 
tests automatically run as a part of the build process. The results of these tests along with 
code reviews and other criteria determine whether your request will be accepted into the 
rook/rook repo. It is prudent to run all tests locally on your development box prior to 
submitting a pull request to the rook/rook repo. 

Design Docs 

A design doc is required for any major feature or change to the project. The design docs are 
merged to the design folder and are expected to follow the same review process as any 
other PR to agree on the design before merging. 

Adoption 

<Show continued adoption of Rook and by what specific companies> 

Rook is being used in production by many companies. Since being accepted as an 
incubation project, the community has skyrocketed. 

In Feb 2020, a survey was sent to Rook users and the results were published in 
Adopters.md. For convenience, below is the list of users of Rook in production environments 
that have given consent to be shared publicly.  There are further adopters that have only 
shared their details with us privately and many more that are in the process of evaluating 
Rook for production use. 

Company Industry Country 

Calit2 UCSD (California Institute for 
Telecommunications and Information 
Technology) 
http://www.calit2.net/ 

Academia USA 

https://rook.github.io/docs/rook/v1.3/development-flow.html#development
https://github.com/rook/rook/tree/master/design
https://github.com/rook/rook/blob/master/ADOPTERS.md
http://www.calit2.net/


 

NAV (Norwegian Labour and Welfare 
Administration) 
https://www.nav.no/ 

Government Norway 

Replicated 
https://www.replicated.com/  

Software USA 

Discogs 
https://www.discogs.com/  

Music & 
Entertainment 

USA 

Finleap Connect 
https://connect.finleap.com/  

Financial Germany 

Avisi 
https://www.avisi.nl/  

Software 
Consulting 

Netherlands 

Geodata 
https://geodata.no/  

Geographic 
Information 
Systems 

Norway 

CENGN - Centre of Excellence in Next 
Generation Networks 
https://www.cengn.ca/  

Software & 
Hardware 

Canada 

Turtle Network 
https://www.turtlenetwork.eu/#home  

Software 
(Blockchain) 

Belgium 

LeanNet Ltd. 
https://leannet.eu/  

Software 
Consulting 

Hungary 

FHE3 GmbH 
https://www.fhe3.com/  

Software 
Consulting 

Germany 

infraBuilder 
https://infrabuilder.com/  

Software 
Consulting 

France 

GreenCom Networks 
http://www.greencom-networks.com/en  

Utilities Germany 

Gini 
https://gini.net/en/  

Software Germany 

Cloudways 
https://www.cloudways.com/en/  

Cloud Hosting Malta 

Crowdfox 
https://www.crowdfox.com/crowdfox.html  

E-commerce Germany 

Radio Sound 
https://radiosound.com/  

Audio USA 

https://www.nav.no/
https://www.replicated.com/
https://www.discogs.com/
https://connect.finleap.com/
https://www.avisi.nl/
https://geodata.no/
https://www.cengn.ca/
https://www.turtlenetwork.eu/#home
https://leannet.eu/
https://www.fhe3.com/
https://infrabuilder.com/
http://www.greencom-networks.com/en
https://gini.net/en/
https://www.cloudways.com/en/
https://www.crowdfox.com/crowdfox.html
https://radiosound.com/


 

CyCore Systems 
https://www.cycoresys.com/  

Software 
Consulting 

USA 

Datacom 
http://datacom.co.nz/Home.aspx  

Software 
Consulting 

New Zealand 

 

Compared to the status before incubating, the following major progresses have been made: 

● <List Major accounts and impact> 
● Since incubation, the number of container downloads has jumped from 16M to 140M and 

continues to accelerate. 

Maintainers and contributions 

The maintainers team currently consists of 7 members, with a healthy distribution of corporations 
represented. The top 5 corporations are Red Hat, Suse, Nexenta, Cloudical, and Upbound.  

Since incubating, the contributor base in the core Rook repository has grown by 260% (from 90 
to 240 unique contributors). Over the last 12 months, 184  distinct contributors have authored 
over 1140 pull requests. These are great indicators of how Rook growth has benefited from being 
part of the CNCF community. 

Governance 

The Rook project governance is defined in the community repository. To draw attention to 
key details: 
 

● A steering committee comprises three members 
○ From unique companies: Red Hat, Nexenta, & Upbound 
○ Represent unique storage providers: Ceph, EdgeFS, & Independent 

● The steering committee requires majority approval for member changes and conflict 
resolution 

● Maintainers are added or removed based on steering committee vote and may be 
increased depending on the need of a storage provider.  

● The seven maintainers are from six unique companies 
 

Community Support & Engagement 

<Describe process by which the community can get support from the community (ie slack, irc, 
stackoverflow, etc..> 

Rook actively engages with the community in the following ways: 

● Community meetings are held on Zoom every other Tuesday. See the past agenda and 
notes. 

https://www.cycoresys.com/
http://datacom.co.nz/Home.aspx
https://github.com/rook/rook/blob/master/OWNERS.md
https://rook.devstats.cncf.io/d/22/prs-authors-table?orgId=1&var-period_name=Last%20year&var-repogroup_name=All
https://github.com/rook/rook/blob/master/GOVERNANCE.md
https://github.com/rook/rook#community-meeting
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1exd8_IG6DkdvyA0eiTtL2z5K2Ra-y68VByUUgwP7I9A/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1exd8_IG6DkdvyA0eiTtL2z5K2Ra-y68VByUUgwP7I9A/edit?usp=sharing


 

● Slack is an active place for questions and discussions with over 3K 
members. 

● The Rook Blog conveys details about major releases or other critical information for the 
community. 

● Release notes are available with the details of each release. 
● Bugs and Feature requests can be reported via GitHub issues.  
● We maintain a Twitter account that actively keeps the community posted on the Rook 

project. 
● <suggestion>A Rook Monthly newsletter ??? will also be published on the <link to 

blog/newsletter> that wraps up the previous month in regards to community updates, 
releases, notable PRs and issues, etc. 

○ No newsletter is planned 

Documentation and blogs 

Documentation is written in markdown, and hosted in the Rook website. <describe how it’s 
broken out ie “there is a getting started guide, etc..> 

● Each storage provider has a QuickStart guide to quickly test a deployment 
● Each storage provider has its own section in the documentation. 
● Stable storage providers (Ceph & EdgeFS) have architecture documents, upgrade 

guides, a troubleshooting guide, and other details expected of v1 providers. 
● Docs can be viewed for each version of Rook since v0.5 

Besides regular user documentation, we have actively contributed technology and use case 
articles to the community, as listed below: 

● Run your own high performance EBS wherever Kubernetes runs 

Key Health Statistics (As of April 22, 2020) 
Git stats: 
 

GitHub Stars Contributors 

7.2K 250 

Forks Releases 

1.4K 57 

 
 
Devstats: 

 
● Over the last 12 months, 184  distinct contributors have authored over 1140 pull 

requests. 
● Since joining CNCF, Rook maintains a healthy ongoing flow of commits. 
● New PRs show a healthy distribution of companies. 

https://slack.rook.io/
https://blog.rook.io/
https://github.com/rook/rook/releases
https://github.com/rook/rook/issues
https://twitter.com/rook_io
https://rook.io/docs/rook/v1.3/
https://blog.rook.io/run-your-own-high-performance-ebs-wherever-kubernetes-runs-798a136bd808
https://rook.devstats.cncf.io/d/22/prs-authors-table?orgId=1&var-period_name=Last%20year&var-repogroup_name=All
https://rook.devstats.cncf.io/d/2/commits-repository-groups?orgId=1&from=now-2y&to=now&var-period=w&var-repogroups=All
https://all.devstats.cncf.io/d/55/company-prs-in-repository-groups-table?orgId=1&var-period_name=Last%20quarter&var-repogroups=Rook&var-companies=All&var-countries=All


 

● Committers by company for the preceding 12 months lists the top ten 
organizations as: 

○ Red Hat 
○ Suse 
○ Nexenta 
○ Cloudical (reported mistakenly as “CNCF”) 
○ Upbound 
○ Cybozu 
○ Flant 
○ GoodData 
○ Mirantas 
○ DaoCloud 

 

Appendix: 
  DRAFT: Rook CNCF Incubating Project Review Proposal  

https://rook.devstats.cncf.io/d/4/company-statistics-by-repository-group?orgId=1&var-period=m&var-metric=committers&var-repogroup_name=All&var-companies=All&from=now-1y&to=now

